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 Longtime running writer Scott Douglas marshals expert advice (especially his very own, cultivated from
more than 110,000 miles of personal encounter), and an evergrowing body of scientific research showing
how running can make us happier.From a New York Times–bestselling author and lifelong runner, a
groundbreaking guide to fighting depression and anxiety one work at the same time There’s zero other
book like this. For those struggling with depression and stress and anxiety, a consistent running schedule
can boost the mental-health great things about talk therapy, antidepressants, and cognitive behavioral
therapy. Everyone knows that running builds stronger muscles and a wholesome heart; science now displays
it also helps develop a healthier human brain. How? The key to operating’s therapeutic power is based on its
lasting physiological results, inducing changes in human brain structure and chemistry that other forms of
exercise don’t—including the best mood boost in all of sports, thanks to the body’s release of organic pain-
relievers. Running is my therapy is not any longer only a mantra for seasoned runners; with science behind
him, Douglas presents confirmed methods so that we are able to all use running to boost our mental health
insurance and live happier—in and out of running shoes.
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Easy and enjoyable read If you have anxiety, melancholy or anything linked to those two this publication can
offer relief in realizing that we are all figuring it out once we move and some of these tools could be
helpful. I am 59 year old male and also have struggled with unhappiness for almost a decade and also have
been a runner for over 40 years. I do notice that running helps with depression and i have tried various
anti-depression/nervousness medications and the medial side effects were frequently worse compared to
the depression. It really was a guide with my working for therapy. Good Overview of the Subject Definitely
worth reading, even though Personally, i didn't learn anything new on the subject of running and mood
control..."when running is not enough" and continues on to promote the advantages of medication.
Therefore....the book can be summed up in a single phrase: Running helps with despression symptoms but
sometimes medication can be needed. Actually, I get the very best response if the heat range is painfully
cold, actually easily have only been in for a short time.Important topic but nothing new i pre-oredered the
book before it had been released due to my anticipation to get some help and encouragement from the
topic presented. Easy and pleasurable read! Great read and very motivating book i loved this publication>
Worth Reading Extremely inspiring and well written. One point: The author seems to think that running is
more advanced than all other forms of exercise in this respect and I trust that, often felt it to be true
for me. Thoughtful and thorough I learned more than I ever wanted to find out about mind chemistry but

loved getting thus much support for jogging. No guilt for taking the time when I now know how much it
can help me be considered a better human being and a better partner. I had been convinced of the
benefits of operating, but this publication provided the supporting info, along with the motivation to
perform. This publication validated many emotions I’ve got about the correlation between running and mood
levels and melancholy. The writer is certainly speaking from his personal experience, and that adds to the
power of his insights.. Five Stars Love this book. Full of plenty of anecdotes and actual research!! Hits the
nail on the top This is a great read. As I started to understand I was dealing with Depression it was hard
to imagine how I would cope. Makes me need to perform a lot more. Detailed, Passionate and Supportive
The details and references that Scott used in this book were fantastic. Well written and very beneficial. I
suspect this might have something regarding the analgesic effect the brain triggers in response to the
discomfort. I love that Scott is so thorough in his references and so vulnerable with sharing details of his
life. Awesome publication. Love it! I’m buying this for my running close friends and those who wish to start
I really like this book. The publication did not inform me anything i didnt already know and the
disappointment of the reserve was within the chapter entitled. I highly recommend this book. Very good
read! Very great book! I like the mixture of science and anecdotal material.. I really appreciated the
transparency with that your writer discussed his own private struggles with depressive disorder and his
encouragement for others in the same circumstance.. Five Stars Just finished reading this book and it was
very insightful!aside from something Not long ago i discovered for myself. Not long ago i started doing open-
drinking water swimming in the sea and lakes which is what I found: the colder the drinking water, the
better Personally i think afterwards. Nothing really brand-new. You can find passages in this reserve that
detail the exact thinking mechanisms I got and gave me labels for them and also hope that there were
methods to cope. For me, swimming in a warm pool, a good long swim, isn't nearly nearly as good. I question
if other people has noticed this impact from open-water swimming.
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